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2,547,787 

MIXER FOR CONSTRUCTIONAL 
AGGREGATES AND THE LIKE 

Claude Siebring and Barton Gerard Siebring, 
George, Iowa. . . . - 

Application January 28, 1948, Serial No. 4,766 
2 Claims. (Cl. 259-177) 1 

This invention relates generally to mixers for 
constructional aggregates such as cemetitious 
materials and the like and, more particularly, to 
mixers adapted for association with and opera 
tion by conventional tractors. - 
Concrete mixers heretofore available usually 

require a source of power having a drive cou 
piing With a rotary mixing container or drum. 
It is not uncommon for such devices to constitute 
self-contained units in the form of an internal 
combustion engine or electric motor coupled with 
a receptacle for agitating cemetitious mix and 
the like. Because of the relatively high initial 
and maintenance cost of such units, the average 
farmer cannot afford to own such apparatus for 
exclusive use on his premises. It is, therefore, 
one of the important objects of the present.in 
vention to provide a mixing device of extremely 
low cost and capable of being attached to any 
conventional tractor. 
Not only are presently avialable mixers rela 

tively high in cost to the average farmer, but 
they also introduce the difficulty of requiring one 
or more extra hands in their operation. That 
is to say, the mixer is usually mounted in a given 
position and, from this point, the concrete mix is 
conveyed by wheelbarrows or the like to the point 
of ultimate use. The present invention contem 
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Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the mixing device 
contemplated hereby in operative association with 
a conventional tractor, solid line disclosures il 
lustrating the elevated position of the mixing re 
ceptacle, and dotted lines depicting the lowered 
position thereof. - 

Fig. 2 is a detailed perspective view of the mix 
ing receptacle with the door thereof opened to 
expose the mixing baffles otherwise hidden from 
View. - 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional view of the mix 
ing device taken substantially along the line 3-3 
of Fig.1. 

Fig. 4 is a vertical transverse sectional view of 
the mixing receptacle taken substantially along 
the line 4-4 of Fig. 3. - - 

Fig. 5 discloses a chute device capable of being 
coupled to the mix receptacle and designed to 
direct concrete mix and the like as it is poured 
from the receptacle. 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary, vertical sectional view 
taken transversely of the receptacle showing the 
manner in which the chute device of Fig. 5 is 
coupled with the lip of the receptacle. 

Fig. 7 is an elevational view disclosing a mixing 
cylinder or receptacle of modified form which 

plates a mixing device which reduces manual op 
perations to a minimum and makes it possible 
for the driver of a tractor to initiate the mixing 
operation and subsequent delivery to the location 
of ultimate use wihout leaving the tractor seat. 
More specifically, the present invention con 

templates a mixing device which requires no di 35 
rect coupling with a prime mover, such as an 
electric motor or internal combustion engine and, 
to this end, it is proposed to so mount a mixing . 
cylinder that in one position it may be rolled 
along the surface of the ground in response to 40 
movement of the tractor, and elevated from the 
ground to enable translation of the mixed ma 
terial to the place where it is to be used. 
It is a further object of the present invention 

to provide a mixing device of the type referred 45 
to above which may be used in association with 
tractor attachments commonly known to those 
skilled in the art as tractor loader attachments. 
The invention proposes the use of a rotary mix 
ing receptacle or cylinder which may be supported 
at the free extremity of tractor loader frames. 
The foregoing and other objects and advan 

tages will be more apparent from the following 
detailed description when considered in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawings, wherein 

is equipped with a single central tread, as distin 
guished from the double tread of the mixing re 
ceptacle shown in the preceding figures and; 

Fig. 8 is a detailed perspective view of the lower 
portion of the mixing receptacle of Fig. 7, illus 
trating the manner in which a peripheral portion 
of the tread may be opened to permit discharge 
of concrete mix and the like from the receptacle. 

Referring now to the drawings more in detail 
wherein like numerals have been employed to 
designate similar parts throughout the various 
figures, it will be seen from Fig. 1 that the in 
vention contemplates a rotary mixing device, 
designated generally by the numeral fo, which 
is capable of being rotatably supported at the 
free extremities of a pair of arms 2 and 4. 
These arms form a part of a frame structure 
commonly known in the farm machine industry 
as tractor loader structures or frames. The ex 
tremities of the arms 2-4, opposite from the 
extremities which support the mixing device 0, 
are pivotally mounted to the structure of a con 
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ventional tractor designated generally by the 
numeral f6. Detailed descriptions of the trac 
tor, as well as the loader frame structure, are 
not believed to be necessary for clear compre 
hension of the present invention. It will suffice 
to-state that the ioader frame structure includes, 
in addition to the aforesaid arms 2 and 4, an 
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upright frame device 8 as well as tie bars or 
frame elements 20, which extend between the 
upper portions of the frame 8 and the forward 
extremities of the arms 2-4. Tie bars or 
frames 22 extend rearwardly and downwardly be 
tween the upper part of the frame 8 and the 
frame or body portion of the tractor 6. Hy 
draulic actuator mechanisms 24 are employed to 
impart tilting movement to the aforesaid frame 
structure, including the arms 2-4. It will 
thus be apparent that through the agency of the 
aforesaid frame structure and hydraulic actua 
tors, the mixing device O may be shifted be 
tween the solid line elevated position and the 
dotted line lowered position illustrated in Fig.1. 
The mixing device to illustrated in Figs. 1-4, 

inclusive, consists of a receptacle proper 26 hav 
ing fixed wall portions extending between wheels. 
28 and 30. Each wheel 28-30 is equipped with 
a suitable tread 32-34, respectively. The end 
wall 36 of the mixing receptacle 26 is carried by 
the wheel 28 and a similar oppositely disposed 
end wall 38 is carried by the wheel 30. A suit 
able shaft 40 traverses the receptacle O and ex 
tends sufficiently beyond each of the end walls 
36-38 to provide a trunnion support within 
frame arms 42 and 44. These arms 42 and 44 
are pivotally supported at 46-48 at the free ends 
of the frame arms 2-4, respectively. The 
downward tilting of the arms 42-44 is lim 
ited by the engagement of the inner extremities 
of said arms with a croSS arm member 50, Fig. 4. 
In order to condition the receptacle 0 for re 

ceiving a charge of ingredients to be mixed, it 
is only necessary to impart rotation to the han 
dle 52 which operates through a pinion 54 and 
large gear 56 carried by the end wall 36 until a 
door 58 is properly positioned for opening. This 
door 58 is secured in closed position by suitable 
manually operable latch mechanisms 60. When 
the door has been unlatched, it may be swung 
open, as shown in Fig. 2. With the open side of 
the receptacle facing outwardly, a charge of mix 
ing ingredients may be deposited within the re 
ceptacle. In this connection, attention is di 
rected to a group of suitable mixing baffles. 62 
traversing the central portion of the receptacle 
and suitably secured, as by welding, to opposite 
walls of the receptacle, as well as to the shaft 40. 
Upon Subsequent rotation of the receptacle, these 
baffles function aggreSSively to bring about com 
plete mixing when the receptacle is rotated. 
Having charged the mixing receptacle, the cover 
is again secured in latched position. 
With the frame members 2-4 in their low 

ered position, the mixing receptacle may now be 
rolled along the Surface of the ground. Such 
movement is occasioned by driving the tractor 
in a given direction, either forwardly or reversely 
or both, and the time of such mixing will, of 
course, depend upon the nature of the ingredi 
ents to be mixed. After this operation has been 
completed, the operator of the tractor occupy 
ing the tractor seat 64 causes the receptacle sup 
porting frame to be elevated to the position 
shown in Fig. 1. The completely, mixed ingredi 
ents may now be translated to the place of ulti 
mate use. To facilitate direction of the mixed 
ingredients as they are poured from the recepta 
cle 10, use may be made of a chute device desig 
nated generally by the numeral 66, Figs. 5 and 
6. This chute device 66 has an upper portion 
68 provided with a strip of angle iron 70, adapted 
to lie. Over and interlock with an upstanding lip 
portion 12 of the receptacle iO, Fig. 6. A chute 
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4. 
portion 74 diminishing in width towards its free 
extremity is pivoted at 76 to the portion 68. 
This arrangement enables the discharge end of 
the chute portion 74 to be swung through a sub 
stantial arc. 
In Figs. 7 and 8, a slightly modified form of 

mixing receptacle is shown, which receptacle is 
designated generally by the numeral Oa. The 
main difference between the receptacle Oa and 
the receptacle O is in its longitudinal cross sec 
tional shape and the incorporation therein of a 
single central tread 78, as distinguished from 
the double tread arrangement 32-34 of the de 
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vice just described. This single tread 78 is in 
the nature of a wheelbarrow and is particularly 
adaptable for use in instances where the surface 
of the ground is uneven. The receptacle Oa is 
provided with a pivotal door section 58a, which 
may be lowered to the position illustrated in Fig. 
8 when it is desired to unload mixed ingredients 
from the receptacle. Except for the difference 
in configuration, the receptacle 10a functions 
similarly to the receptacle 10 in its operative as 
sociation with the tiltable frame members 
2-4. 
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that the 

present invention contemplates a mixing device 
for constructional aggregates, such as cementi 
tious materials and the like, of extremely simple, 
yet practical, construction. By use of this device, 
the necessity for employing expensive, compli 
cated, self-contained mixing units is completely 
obviated. Any farmer owning a tractor can, with 
little added expense, equip the tractor with the 
mixing device forming the subject matter of the 
present invention. In fact, if the tractor is 
equipped with conventional tractor loader frames, 
such as the tiltable frame structure disclosed 
herein, it is only necessary to replace the loader 
structure at the free extremities of the loader 
arms with the mixing receptacle. This is ac 
complished by mounting the receptacle Support 
ing shaft with the use of nuts or the like at the 
free extremities of the loader arms. In these 
days, when farm help is at such a premium, the 
present invention is of special practical signi 
cance in that it enables structural work in the 
nature of concrete pouring and the like to be 
carried on without employing additional labor. 
In fact, the farmer himself, with a minimum of 
effort, can mix cement without the necessity of 
incurring financial obligations incident to hiring 
labor and Capital investments in the form of ex 
pensive machinery. r 

While, for the purpose of illustration, the in 
vention has been described in connection. With 
certain structural details and designs, it should 
be understood that the invention is not limited 
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to these structural details but is capable of other 
modifications and changes without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 
The invention is hereby claimed as follows: 
1. In a device for mixing constructional ag 

gregate and the like and adapted for attachment 
to and propulsion by a tractor or like propelling 
vehicle, the provision of a mixing receptacle for 
containing the aggregate, wheel-like tread means 
directly and fixedly connected to said receptacle 
and projecting radially outwardly therefrom 
whereby to support the receptacle above the 
ground when the tread means is in contact with 
the ground, shaft means centrally located with 
respect to Said tread means and projecting out 
wardly from the ends of said receptacle, frame 
means adapted for attachment to a tractor or 
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like propelling vehicle for controlled raising and 
lowering with respect thereto, and including side 
frames connected to said shaft means at the op 
posite ends of said receptacle whereby the recep 
tacle may be rotated with the tread means in 
contact with the ground for mixing the aggregate 
or elevated above the ground for discharging the 
aggregate, and closure means for the receptacle 
permitting discharge of the mixed aggregate at 
a desired location. 

2. A device for mixing constructional aggre 
gate and the like, including a rotatable mixing 
receptacle for accommodating constructional ag 
gregate, closure means for said receptacle, shaft 
means traversing the length of said receptacle 
from end to end, baffle members spaced along 
the length of said shaft means within the recep 
tacle and connected at their opposite extremities 
to opposed side walls of the receptacle and inter 
mediate their extremities to said shaft means, 
tread means associated with said receptacle and 
adapted to be rolled along the surface of the 
ground for rotating the said receptacle, frame 
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6 
means adapted for pivotal mounting on a tractor 
or like propelling vehicle, and means for rotatably 
mounting said receptacle adjacent the free end 
of said frame means. 
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